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The Yellow-Flowered Penstemons 

Dale T. Lindgren 
North Platte NE 

Penstemon flowers come in many colors, from snow white to midnight 
lavender. Blues, lavenders, pinks, reds and oranges are common. Yellows 
are less common, however, and this may be why some of us Penstemani
acs are intrigued by the yellow-flowered penstemons. 

Penstemon species (that we know of) which have been reported to have 
yellow-flowers include: P. attenuatus, P. barbatus, P. bicolor, P. con
fertus, P. deustus, P.jlavescens, P. pinifolius, P. rostriflorus (formerly 
P. bridgesii), P. washingtonensis, andP. whippleanus. The shade, 
intensity, and brightness of the yellow color can vary considerably be
tween species, selections within species, and by interpretation through the 
human eye. It is not unusual to be on a penstemon field trip and find 
considerable disagreement between Penstemaniacs as to what is yellow or 
just a dirty white or cream. For example, some of the terms used to 
describe the color range of yellow P. confertus include 'yellow', 'pale 
yellow', 'cream yellow', 'dull lemon yellow', 'sulphur yellow', and an 
'unusual shade of yellow'. These may be true differences, but they may 
also be due in part to our own interpretations of the color. Another factor 
that most likely influences color is the environment (temperature, mois
ture, sun versus shade, soil pH, soil type, etc.). Many of these yellow
flowered Penstemon come in other flower colors as well. The yellow
flowered Penstemon can be grouped together and compared based on their 
morphological characteristics. 

The species P. pinifolius, P. barbatus, and P. rostriflorus normally 
have orange to red colored flowers, but occasionally have yellow flowers. 
Some of the best yellow colored flowers are found in this group. Yellow is 
apparently (speculation until proved otherwise) a recessive color in all 
three of these species. 

P. pinifolius: P. pinifolius is a widely adapted, low-growing species, 
native to the southwest U.S. It is a favorite of many gardeners because of 
its unusual growth habit, small 'needle-like' leaves, and its drought 
tolerance. It is normally a red or orange-flowered species but several 
yellow forms have been found. Kelaidis (1989) stated that "yellow
flowered sports (P. pinifolius) appeared in three different British gar
dens." One of these, 'Mersea Yellow', was reported to have appeared as a 
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plant in the garden ofM. J. Jowers of West Mersea, England in 1979 
(Lindgren & Davenport, 1992). However, Eric Horton (1991) reported 
that 'Mersea Yellow' was a sport of P. pinifolius from Rampart Nurser
ies. 'Magdalena Sunshine', another selection of P. pinifolius, was started 
from an offset collected by Jay Lunn in the Magdalena Mountains of New 
Mexico. At North Platte, Nebraska in 1996, two 3-year-old plants of P. 
pinifolius with orange colored flowers each had a sport with yellow 
flowers. This tendency of orange flowered P. pinifolius to have yellow 
sports is evidently not that uncommon. Progeny from these yellow
flowered variants of P. pinifolius have yellow, orange, and orange-yellow 
colored flowers depending, of course, on the genetic make-up of the 
parents involved. For example, progeny from seed of 'Magdalena Sun
shine', obtained through the 1993 APS seed exchange segregated for 14 
yellow-flowered plants and seven orange-flowered plants at North Platte, 
NE. One of the yellow-flowered plants had a tint of orange in the flower. 
The 14 yellow-flowered selections also had green-colored stems and the 
seven orange-flowered selections had reddish colored stems. 'Mersea 
Yellow' has been reported to be less vigorous and hardy by some garden
ers compared to the red and orange forms. The yellow forms will also 
occasionally hold on to their old flowers, resulting in brown unsightly 
florets on the plants. 

Kelaidis (1989) stated that the ranges of P. linarioides and P. rostri
jlorus (which also occasionally has yellow-flowered plants) overlap quite 
neatly over the range of P. pinifolius and suggested it would be worth
while investigating the possibility that P. pinifolius might have a hybrid 
origin of P. linarioides and P. rostijlorus. 

p. barbatus: The first finding of a yellow-flowered P. barbatus is 
uncertain. However, there is a report of a specimen of the yellow-flowered 
form in the National Herbarium collected in Chihuahua, Mexico in the 
1940's. Gussie Schooley found a yellow-flowered P. barbatus plant in 
July of 1965. She states that 
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" ... we marked it and collected seed in the fall 
(Evergreen Valley in New Mexico). In 1966 I started the 
seed and one bloomed, a nice bright red. I more or less 
forgot the plants or gave up hopes for a yellow, and then 
in the spring of '67 got two yellow-flowered plants. I 
also got several of a salmon pink. I discovered that the 
yellow-flowered plants have rather pale green stems as 
against the red-tinted, dark green of the typical plants. 
They do not seem as robust as the red" 
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(Schooley, 1968). 
Her observations have been documented by others in that seedlings of 

yellow-flowered selections lack anthocyanin in the hypotocotyl and leaf 
petioles, and the yellow form of P. barbatus has been reported by numer
ous other gardeners to be a weak plant. Gussie Schooley also stated that, 

"The yellow jlowers droop, and of course the upper lip 
is much longer than the rejlexed lower lip. The bees or 
wasps land on this hanging upper lip and they do go 
around the bloom looking for an entrance, there are no 
guidelines. Therefore they walk up the bloom to the ca
lyx and pierce the bloom to get the nectar. I even saw 
bumblebees doing it. Once this hole 'is made, the tiny 
bee jlies can use it and I imagine it gets larger and 
larger. I brought one bloom in and studied it under a 
microscope and there were several holes pierced in it. 
The hummingbirds do work the yelldw ones over; but I'd 
advise hand pollination if you want seed" 
(Schooley 1976). 

The yellow flowers of P. barbatus also often tum brown and remain on 
the plant, giving it an unsightly appearance. 

The genetics of the red/yellow flower color in P. barbatus is unknown. 
However, it is again suspected that the yellow color is a recessive trait. 
One yellow-flowered sport appeared on an orange-flowered P. barbatus 
plant at North Platte several years ago suggeSting that relatively few genes 
are involved in controlling the yellow color. Viebmeyer (1972) made 
numerous crosses on 'Flathead Lake' complex selections with pollen from 
the yellow-flowered P. barbatus. He suggested that yellow-flowered 
plants might have a lethal gene resulting in a less vigorous plant. The 
cause of less vigorous characteristics in the yellow flowered plants are 
unknown but possible, suggested theories include: 1) a sublethal gene, 2) 
reduced vigor due to in-breeding, 3) undetermined environmental factors 
and 4) unidentified pathogens. Yellow flowered plants have also been 
reported to produce less seed than their red/orange counterparts and that 
seeds from yellow flowered selfed plants have lower rates of germination, 
compared to seed oforangelred flowered fon:ns of P. barbatus. 

Erma Pilz provided some insights into the 
"experience of drastic color breaks (pinks, shades of 
red, orange reds, blue-reds, wine reds, deep maroons) 
occurring in colonies of red jlowered P. barbatus where 
a yellow plant has been present among the colony. AI-
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though other species of pents with blue color have been 
growing in the same general location, it is only in the 
colonies with a yellow P. barbatus that these color 
breaks occur. A similar colony was reported by Jean 
Heflin only with a salmon color P. barbatus instead of a 
yellow flowered plant. Judy Nichols photographed a 
beautifol P. barbatus with a yellow tube and red rimmed 
/ips" (Pilz, 1996). 

Enna Pilz also reported that a plant she received that was "probably a 
hybrid between Gussie Schooley's original yellow P. barbatus and P. 
albidus, was of great shape, very full flowered, had pale yellow flower 
colors, was very vigorous, quite pubescent and had anthers that were 
noticeably black" (Pilz, 1996). 

In 1983, a yellow flowered $election of P. barbatus (Yingling, Photo 
1982) was released by the University of Nebraska and called . Schooley's 
Yellow' Penstemon (Lindgren & DaVenport, 1992). Robert Hennan of 
White Flower Farm in Connecticut is also currently working on a yellow
flowered form of P. barbatus, (personal communication). The cover of the 
summer issue of the 1992 Bulletin Of the American Penstemon Society 
displays a picture of the yellow form of P. barbatus in a mixed planting 
(Yingling, 1992). 

P. rostriflorus: This red-flowered species, occurring from western 
Colorado to southern California and formerly known as P. bridgesii, is 
similar to P. pinifolius and P. barbatus in that it normally has red flowers 
but does have some yellow-flowered plants. It has flowers shaped like a 
shark's head, like those inP. barbatus, but the anthers are saccate. It 
blooms for a long time. The yellow-colored flowered forms have been 
described as having creamy yellow to yellow-colored flowers. 

There are several Penstemon species whose primary flower color is 
bluellavender but occasionally have yellow or cream colored flowers. 
These include P. attenuatus, P. whippleanus, and P. washingtonesis. 

P. attenuatus: Penstemon attenuatus, a species of the, Northwest 
U.S., typically has blue to blue-violet colored flowers, but occasionally 
has flowers that are almost white, cream-colored, or yellow. The pale 
yellow form was referred to as P. nelsonae (Nelson, 1951) but was 
reduced to a synonym of typicus by Keck (Bennett 1955). The variety 
attenuatus is described as pale yellow or whitish (Cronquist, et. al, 1984). 

P. whippleanus: The primary flower color of this species has been 
described as purple (light to dark), but plants can be found that are 
described as dullish white, cream, somewhat yellow, greenish white, and 
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ivory (Kelaidis, 1992). Good color photos of P. whippleanus can be found 
on the front cover (yellowish form) and the back cover (purple form) of 
the winter 1992 issue of the Bulletin of the American Penstemon Society 
(Bartlett & Bartlett, 1992). 

P. washingtonensis: This species is a procerus-like plant with very 
small flowers usually with deep blue-purple-colored flowers. A rare 
somewhat yellowish form occurs (Bennett, 1955). 

Three additional species have cream, white or yellow as their primary 
flower color. These include P. confertus, P. ideustus, and P. flavescens. 

P. confertus: P. confertus is found from southwestern Canada to 
Washington, Oregon, and Montana and is often considered a weedy and 
unattractive species. The tiny flowers occur!in clusters. Its color has also 
been reported as cream, dull yellow, pale yellow, light yellow, and as 
almost green. Marion (1953) reported that the yellow flowers of 
P. confortus sometimes tum brown about a week after coming into bloom 
and fail to shed these brown corollas, mak:ing the plant unsightly. From 
reports, it appears the yellow color lightens as it is planted further east in 
the U.S. Meyers (1975) reported that the yeUow-floweredP. confertus 
selections could produce up to 90-95 percent yellow-flowered progeny. In 
his crosses, the yellow color was the most dbminant compared to pink and 
lavender-blue colored flowers in the crosseslhe was working with. 

Several superior yellow-flowered selections of P. confertus have been 
described in the literature. These include 'Kittitas', 'Dusty', 'Case's 
Yellow' and 'GOldie'. 'Kittitas' is a strong yellow form of P. confertus. 
'Dusty' is a Bruce Meyers selection from the cross of 'Kittitas' (P. 
confortus) x P. pechi/and has pinkish-yellow-colored flowers. 'Goldie' is 
a Bruce Meyer's selection resulting from the cross of 'Kittitas' x 
'Kewpie' (pink P. euglaucus). It was described as more than double the 
size of 'Kittitas' for bloom size and was a much richer yellow than 
'Kittitas'. 'Case's Yellow' is described as aiform ofP. confortus. 

P. deustus: This species is found from eastern California to northern 
Washington and east to Wyoming and Montana. Flowers have been 
described as ivory-white, pale yellow, lemoa-yellowish, dull white, or 
creamy white in color with reddish pink or lavender guidelines found near 
the front of the throat. The flower may be tinged reddish or brownish. 

P.Jlavescens: This species, also called the Yellow Penstemon, is na
tive to the alpine slopes of the Bitterroot Mountains of Montana and Idaho 
(Rose, 1951). It has pale to bright yellow small flowers. The flowers are, 
on the average, larger and deeper yellow than P. confortus. Older flowers 
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on the average, larger and deeper yellow than P. confertus. Older flowers 
have been reported to tum brown as they age. 

P. bicolor: This species does not fit into any of the other groups of 
yellow-flowered plants. It is a rare species similar to P. palmeri found in 
eastern California and western Nevada. Flowers are rose-pink to cream 
with a little pink but occasionally yellow. 

Several additional species have yellow-colored buds but not yellow 
flowers. 

P. azureus: This species is a closely related species of P. heterophyi
ius and is found from northern California to Oregon. It has yellow buds 
that open to blue-purple flowers. 

P. heterophyllus: This species has bright yellow buds except for its 
subspecies purdyi (Wilde, 1995). It opens to brilliant blue flowers. It is 
widely cultivated in the U.S. and England and has several named culti
vars. 

P. grandijlorus: There is one report of P. grandiflorus having a yel
low-flowered form. This has not been documented. However, unopened 
buds may have a yellowish color fading to pure white as the flower opens. 
I have seen thousands of plants of P. grandiflorus and have never en
countered a yellow-flowered plant. 

P. neotericus: This species has been described as having bright yellow 
buds tipped with a brownish color. 

In summary, several statements can be made about the yellow-flowered 
penstemons: 
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1) There are yellow-flowered Penstemons. 
2) There are various shades of the yellow flower color. 
3) Yellow color is probably a recessive trait in some species but 

dominant in others. 
4) Some yellow-flowered forms do not shed their flowers leaving 

brown corollas on the plant. This characteristic may be more 
noticeable on selections with light colored flowers because of 
the contrast of yellow and brown. However, this trait occurs 
on other colored flowers as well. 

5) With some species, there is a relationship between yellow 
flowers and stem color. 

6) In some species, (P. pinifolius, primarily) sports of yellow 
colored flowers are somewhat common. 

The value of the yellow flowered forms of Penstemon are left up to the 
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'eye of the beholder'. Some gardeners like the yellow flowers, some do 
not. It's good, though, we have a variety of colors and plant forms of 
Penstemon to choose from. 

Please let me know your experiences with the yellow-flowered penste
mons especially if I have omitted mentioning other yellow-flowered forms 
or have presented incorrect information. Your experiences with yellow
flowered Penstemons need to be shared. 
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Penstemon alpinus 

Bob Nold 
Lakewood CO 

It is strange that Farrer, whose understanding ofpenstemons was based 
largely on conjecture, had such a definite understanding of the plant 
variously called P. alpinus, P. glaber, or P. glaber var. alpinus, "one of 
the most beautiful in the whole race." The plant he knew grew "five inches 
high, or five times as much," inhabiting "high mountain gravels of the 
Central Rockies." 

The relationship of this species, along with its more southerly
distributed cousin P. brandegei, to P. glaberis not as clear as some 
people make it out to be. Both Barr and Bennett asserted there are clearly 
discernible differences between P. glaber and P. alpinus, which there may 
be, but my own feeling about Barr's statement that the two are easily 
distinguished when seen side by side is the same I get when people speak 
of visible differences between identical twins, Weber, in Colorado Flora: 
Eastern Slope, describes as P. glaber all plants previously known as P. 
alpinus, an act which must be a rare example of adding to confusion as 
well as illuminating the difficulty of identification. 

Distinguishing characteristics of P. alpinus, sepals twice as long as 
those of P. glaber, staminode rounded, and a peculiar wrinkle to the edge 
of the leaves, can also be found in plants that otherwise bear characteris
tics of either P. glaber or P. brandegei (or both), so the current idea of 
reducing all three species to varieties of P. glaber will be met with relief 
by people who have spent too long trying to key out the differences 
between them. Flora of the Great Plains considers them such, noting the 
variability of P. glaber. 

Seed of a plant informally designated as 'Giant Blue' have been dis
tributed recently; this plant, a monster among penstemons, growing thirty 
inches tall and flopping to an even greater width, with husky, almost 
woody stems, shows strong characteristics of both P. alpinus and P. 
brandegei, and sometimes flouts the white corolla tube of P. glaber as 
well. Morphological intergradients of the first two species are well
documented in southern Colorado; the seed originally came from a nursery 
in New Mexico where it was labeled P. alpinus "not an alpine." 

'Giant Blue' is certainly not an alpine, and it belies the reputation of 
P. alpinus for short life in the garden. In fact, 'Giant Blue' seems to have 
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a will to live forever, given a suitable alkaline, dry clay soil, and will also 
seed itself everywhere it isn't already growing. 

Distribution of P. alpinus, or to give it its more sensible name P. gla
ber var. alpinus, is southern Wyoming to central Colorado. Garden plants 
of this variety, in a more or less "pure" state, exhibit flower color of a 
most beautiful deep sky-blue, the sky of the open, high plains on a late
summer afternoon, and usually grow from fifteen to twenty inches tall. 
The plant is probably not happy growing too far outside its native range; a 
short life-span is more likely indicative of its being grown in the wrong 
climate (too much rainfall, too little sun) than any intrinsic fault of the 
plant. 

But "not an alpine"? "High mountain gravels"? Bennett suggested 
that it had originally been confused with P. hal/ii, a genuine alpine 
common on "high mountain gravdls" of the Central Rockies, an entirely 
distinct species easily distinguished from P. glaber var. alpinus, even 
from a distance. . 

The ravishing sugar-pink fohn of P. glaber var. alpinus (shown on 
the cover), no taller than five inches in the most robust specimens, grows 
at about 10,000 feet on roadcuts (a prime penstemon habitat; penstemons 
are early colonizers of disturbed soils), alongside some equally dwarf sky
blue forms, some gentian-blue forms, P. wrens, and P. whippleanus. 
Farrer was right all along. 
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Back from Limbo: 
Penstemon hayden;; 

J. Gordon Miller 
Corvallis OR 

The sandhills of western Nebraska area a fragile ecosystem that is literally 
held together by the roots and ground cover of native grasses. For centu
ries, buffalo roamed these hills and grew fat Cl>n this forage, leaving behind 
only an occasional willow. 

Once the surface cover is broken by a wallow, or later the plow, the 
winds swoop in and carry away the underlying sand, crating a "blowout." 
Depending on the strength of the winds and the time of the year, this 
blowout can easily reach one hundred yards ih diameter with a depth of 
twenty feet ... a quickly eroding disaster. But nature is also hard at work 
trying to stabilize the situation with new groUnd cover. The first plant to 
appear is the "Blowout Bluebell," Penstem0'l haydenii, which is a loner 
and can't stand competition. Soon the other plants appear, the grasses and 
forbs begin to edge in, and the bluebell soon 41isappears. 

When the West was thrown open to homesteading in 1862, thousands 
offarmers put the plow to this sandy, unstable land. The sandhills are not 
farmland and, after a year or two of blowing ~and and no crops, the 
homesteads were abandoned or sold to the netghboring rancher who 
wanted legal title to the land. But the thousands of acres of plowed sand 
did make a bed for legions of bluebells, and the early ranchers welcomed 
their presence for their beauty and their promise of bringing back the 
grasses. 

Modem conservation practices worked to eliminate the blowouts and 
were so successful that Penstemon haydenii was thought to be extinct. A 
few were discovered on the Crescent Lake National Wildlife Refuge near 
Oshkosh, Nebraska, where they're zealously guarded by the rangers. 
Penstemon haydenii blooms during the second half of June. With a little 
coaxing, perhaps a ranger will guide you to dUs sandhills spectacle. 
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Botanical Notes 
from the Arkansas Valley I: 
The Resurrection of 
Penstemon versicolor 
Tass Kelso and John Lawton 
Department of Biology, Colorado College, Colorado Springs CO 
[reprinted with permission from Aquilegia, the Newsletter of the Colorado 
Native Plant Society, Vol. 19, No.4, Oct-Dec, 1995J 

Here in Colorado we have a plethora of penstemons. From the tundra to 
the dry plains, this decorative genus colors the landscape with a multitude 
of species. Although recent enthusiasm for native plants has elevated the 
standing of Penstemon to be fashionable among horticulturalists, the 
taxonomy of the genus is not nearly SQ modem. One of the last attempts at 
a comprehensive treatment of the genus in the West was done by Francis 
W. Pennell in 1920. In his treatment, Pennell delineated sections of the 
genus; in sect. Coerulei, which includes among others our familiar Pen
stemon angustifolius and P. secundiflorus, he also described a new 
species from Pueblo called Penstemon versicolor. 

Pennell distinguished Penstemon versicolor on the basis of its nonse
cund inflorescence apd broadly ovate basal leaves. Although the specific 
epithet was not explained, presumably it came from the tendency of the 
flower color to range from pinkish to blue depending on age or environ
mental factors, a tendency we now know that is shared by other species. 
Despite Pennell's careful documentation of specimens from four different 
locations, the identity of P. versicolor disappeared in the Colorado 
botanical literature. Many possible explanations for this exist, but at least 
one unifying theme may be competition from another early Penstemon 
enthusiast, W. T. Penland. 

William "Bill" Penland (1899-1982) retired from teaching botany at 
Colorado College in 1968. Although he published little, Penland was 
known as "Penstemon Penland" for his enthusiasm about the genus, a 
passion that included not only collecting, but also growing a large number 
of native species. In the Colorado College archives, we have Penland's 
copy of Pennell's treatment; among its many annotations are disparaging 
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comments about Penstemon versicolor and its distinction from P. secun
diflorus. In spite of his proximity to the type locality in the Arkansas 
Valley, Penland did not spend much time there; his notes appear to be 
based on seeing relatively little herbarium material or first-hand experi
ence with the species. 

As resident authority on the Scrophulariaceae, Penland was called 
upon by Harrington to contribute the Penstemon treatment in the latter's 
Colorado flora, first published in 1954. HefC he subsumed Penstemon 
versicolor under P. secundiflorus, without discussion. Later, Weber 
(1976, 1990) followed Penland's treatment 'in the Harrington flora. Thus, 
Penstemon versicolor disappeared from the obvious record. Last year 
taxonomic questions surfaced during parallpl investigations of problematic 
specimens from the Arkansas Valley by T. Kelso and W.A. Weber. While 
researching the problem, T. Kelso found th4' original nomenclature as 
described by Pennell; this seemed to fit the ~pecimens available at the 
Colorado College (COCO) and University 9fCoiorado (COLO) Herbaria. 

Our investigations, funded in part by th~ Colorado Native Plant Soci
ety John Marr Fund, sought to study the ~logy and distribution of 
Penstemon versicolor in the Middle Arkan$as Valley, to make additional 
collections, and to assess its distinction frotP P. secundiflorus. Consider
able material is now available at COCO an~ COLO, and we are fully 
convinced that the species is valid. Penstemon verSicolor is relatively 
common in the Arkansas Valley, often sympatric with Oxybaphus rotun
difolius, but considerably more abundant iq terms of both numbers of 
populations and numbers of individuals in the populations. Blooming and 
seed set were prolific this past year, and we find no reason for any specific 
conservation concerns at this time. Our fin<lings are summarized here, 
with ad.ditional information and maps available in a more extensive report 
to the Colorado Natural Areas PfQgram (Kelso et al. 1995). 

Key to the Species 
Flowers in inflorescence tightly surrounding the axis at each fascicle; 

pedicels short to nonexistent, usually 1-10(+-25) mm long. Cauline leaves 
cordate-clasping, ovate, acute; basal leaves obovate, only slightly acute to 
subrounded at apex. 1400-1700 m, on calcareous shales in the Arkansas 
Valley, blooming in early summer 

.......................................... Penstemon versicolor 
Flowers secund; fascicles relatively lax with pedicels 10-30mm. 

Cauline leaves narrowly lanceolate to lanceolate-ovate, acuminate; basal 
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leaves lanceolate or slightly oblanceolate, acuminate. 1500-2700 m in clay 
or granitic soil, E slope foothills of the Front Range, bloom early summer 

............ '" ....... , ................... Penstemon secundijlorus 
While the species are superficially similar with respect to flower color 

and size, and the glaucous appearance of fleshy leaves, they can be 
distinguished by differences in the inflorescence structure and in the leaf 
morphologies. Penstemon secundiflorus is generally secund (though this 
is not always apparent on herbarium specimens!) with longer, more lax 
pedicels; Penstemon versicolor has a more symmetrical inflorescence, 
with flowers on short pedicels. Although some variation can be seen in 
both species with respect to the cauline leaves, their basal leaves are 
distinctive. Penstemon versicolor has very broad basal leaves, P. secun
diflorus has more lanceolate ones with an acute to acuminate tip. Al
though we have not undertaken a comprehensive mapping program, 
herbarium records indicate that P. secundiflorus is found throughout the 
lower slopes of the Front Range; P. versicolor joins the group of Arkan
sas Valley endemics restricted to the calcareous shales of the upper layers 
of the Niobrara Formation. It is particularly common in Fremont and 
Pueblo Counties, but should be looked for in the southeastern counties of 
Colorado, the drainage of the Purgatory River, and perhaps as far south 
as New Mexico. COLO does have one specimen from Eastern Las 
Animas County. 
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Comments on "The Resurrection of 
Penstemon versicolor" 

Frank R. Stermitz 
Department of Chemistry, Colorado State University 

Tass Kelso and John Lawton suggest that the P. secundiflorus popula
tions at 1400-1700 m. on calcareous shales of the Arkansas Valley, with 
basal leaves obovate, should be given P~ll's name P. versicolor to 
distinguish them from other populations with basal leaves lanceolate. 
They quote other differences, but this is perhaps the most obvious one to 
an amateur such as myself. The article waS of interest since we recently 
completed and published chemical analysis; of a population, apparently 
typical of the obovate basal leaf taxon, from south of Pueblo near Burnt 
Mill, in which we compared this with a high altitude collection of P. 
secundiflorus with basal leaves lanceolate. i(In the key to species presented 
by Kelso and Lawton, the range of P. secutJdiflorus is designated as 
"1500-2700 m E slope foothills of the Front Range." Yet in his Colorado 
Flora: Western Slope, Weber states that it;occurs on the western slope on 
Cochetopa Pass. Further, among the 63 P. ~ecundiflorus specimens in the 
Colorado State University Herbarium, there are several collected from 
9300-10,200 ft, or 2700-3000 m. 

Our chemical analysis was of the iridoi<l glycoside content, a type of 
chemical sometimes used for taxonomic purposes. There are now perhaps 
600 different iridoid glycosides known and ithey are particularly common 
in the Scrophulariaceae. All 600 iridoids have a common molecular 
structure in which two parts are joined together in an L shape. As a 
consequence, two hydrogen atoms at the bottom left of the L are next to 
each other on the same side. In the ovate-laved P. secundiflorus from 
Burnt Mill we found an iridoid glycoside (the first out of the 600 known) 
that has the hydrogen atoms on opposite sides, with the two halves on the 
L flattened out to almost 1800 rather than 900 to each other. This remark
able compound has been found in no other of the several thousand iridoid
containing plant species that have been studied but it is also present in the 
lanceolate P. secundiflorus from high altitude in central Colorado. There 
are other secondarily rather unique iridoid glycosides in both P. secundi
Jlorus collections; the two taxa or populations therefore cannot be distin-
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guished chemically by iridoid glycoside content. So far we have only 
found one other taxon that has these secondary unique iridoids: P. nitidus 
from North Dakota. Thus, chemically (but of course not necessarily 
botanically) the two P. secundiflorus types appear to be the same, with 
their closest chemical relative being P. nitidus. 

Kelso and Lawton state that their treatment was based only on speci
mens from the Colorado College and University of Colorado herbaria, but 
there are many interesting specimens (63 total) of P. secundiflorus in the 
Colorado State University herbarium. Three of the most interesting 
(among many which should be consulted) are (1) a collection by C.S. 
Crandall in 1890 of what he called P. acuminatus, annotated as P. 
secundiflorus by P.A. Rydberg (undated), by D.D. Keck (1949), by F.S. 
Crosswhite (1969), and by Craig Freeman (1981), (2) a collection from 
Burnt Mill south of Pueblo by J.H.Christ in 1935labeledP. secundiflorus 
and verified as such by C.W. Penland (undated), D.D. Keck (1949), and 
F.S. Crosswhite (1969) and (3) a collection from the same area by H.D. 
Harrington (1954), with an added note dated 1955: "sure looks different 
than P. secundiflorus around Fort Collins." 

None of the 63 specimens contain the name P. versit:Olor, either as 
used by the collector or annotator (many highly knowledgeable of Pen
stemon). Kelso and Lawton comment in regard to Harrington's Colorado 
flora that "he subsumed P. versicolor under P. secundiflorus, without 
discussion." It seems to me it would only by necessary to discuss such a 
matter if P. versicolor had been widely accepted as a species name by 
more experts than just the author of the name, even if it was Pennell. 
Kelso and Lawton attribute Harrington's non-use of P. versicolor to the 
disparaging influences of W. Penland. It would be interesting to know 
how Penland (ifhe "did not spend much time [in the Arkansas Valley]" 
and had "notes [which] appear to be based on seeing relatively little 
herbarium material") could have influenced such experts in Penstemon as 
Keck and Crosswhite (in addition to his supposed influence on Harring
ton). Ifhe indeed saw little herbarium material, at least he saw the Christ 
specimen in the Colorado State Herbarium from the important Burnt Mill 
site as shown by his annotation [(3) above]. 

Luckily, there is now the possibility that more light than heat can be 
placed on questions such as these (through comparative DNA analysis), 
but we still need to convince someone to undertake the necessary study. 
Analysis of plant secondary metabolites (such as iridoid glycosides), 
although no longer a very important player in taxonomy, is still an inter-
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esting way of determining how genetic diversity may (or may not) influ
ence chemical diversity and can help define problems in need of solution. 
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Penstemon 'Agnes Laing' 
Rediscovered 

Peter James 
West Malling, Kent, England 

In the annals of mankind, the rediscovery of an old Penstemon cultivar 
may not cause much of a stir, but for a Penstemon lover like myself it 
comes as quite a thrill, particularly when it is likely to be, by some 30 
years, the oldest named variety still in cultivation. 

Rather than just report the dry facts, I would like to recount the whole 
story, since it shows so many of the best features of the serious gardening 
world - the cooperation and generosity, the value of old books and 
catalogues, the fun of putting together unrelated facts, and, not least, the 
little strokes of good fortune necessary to get anywhere in a field where 
the historical record is, to put it mildly, patchy. 

The story begins with George, a nurseryman who lives about thirty 
minutes from my home in Kent, a county in southeastern England which is 
blessed with a good penstemonial climate. George is a leading fuchsia and 
pelargonium specialist, but recently has branched out into herbaceous, 
including penstemons. These he raises himself from some very old stock 
plants which have been handed down through the family. 

Although George knew that his stock had been well and carefully 
looked after over the years, he wanted to be sure that what he was selling 
was correctly named. He therefore turned for advice to the Pershore 
College of Horticulture, which holds a National Collection of Penstemon. 
I have regular contact with Pershore, and, as it is some distance from 
Kent, they suggested it would be easier for George to contact me, which 
he did in September of 1995. 

I was due to go on holiday at that point, but a short visit to George's 
nursery was arranged nevertheless. It was clear from the first that this 
collection was different. There were about sixty plants, mostly housed in 
large 15" pots. All, said George, were at least thirty years old and some 
went back to pre-1914 times. Some names I recognized, others were quite 
new to me. Not many were in flower after our very hot summer, so the 
priorities were going to be cataloguing and propagating. Identification 
would have to wait until next summer, 1996. 
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But one of those old labels stuck in my mind. 'Agnes Laing' it an
nounced boldly. Cozy pick-up line it may be, but surely we had met 
before? There was only time for the briefest search in my notes before 
departing for the delights of Spain, but it was enough: 

40. Agnes Laing. Very clear pale rosy purple, of good 
form; throat pure white; good, disti:nct and free. 

So said the Royal Horticultural Society (RHS) trials report for 1892, 
entry submitted by the Scottish firm of Messrs Downie, Laird & Laing. 

It looked promising, but far from conclusive. All there was at that 
stage was a label with a valid name, and a plant that might or might not be 
connected with it. The vital questions were still to be answered: could the 
stock possibly go back to 1872, and would the description of' Agnes 
Laing' fit? Fortunately, many useful facts were to emerge. 

First, George's family had lives in the same area since the 1860s, and 
there was a continuous horticultural tradition.. Through an uncle, Charlie 
junior, there is a family connection to the fiqn of Henry Cannell, founded 
around 1865, originally at Woolrich in Londpn, but soon to move further 
out into Kent. In its time, Cannell's was probably the largest nursery in 
England, with over 200 acres in cultivation. Charlie junior's uncle, 
Charlie senior, was Head Propagator at Cannell's for many years, and in 
time married Henry's daughter. Charlie juniqr was himself apprenticed at 
Cannell's in the early 1900s and was still with the firm in 1915. In that 
year the last Cannell dies, and in the ensuing!breakup of the nursery, 
Charlie junior rescued the Penstemon stock and much else besides. He 
tended the Cannell penstemons throughout his life until he died in 1985 at 
the age of 98. He had added a few more varieties to his collection in that 
time but nothing since 1he 1960s. At his death, the collection came to 
George and his father. A large collection of old catalogues, including some 
of Cannell's were donated to the RHS Library: Charlie never threw 
anything of value away! 

At this stage, it would obviously help if it could be shown that Can
nell's had sold 'Agnes Laing.' This was soon done: the RHS produced 
Charlie's old catalogues for me and on top of the 1871 Penstemon list 
there appeared: 

1. Agnes Laing - Dark rose, fine white throat, splendid, 
large spike of extra choice flowers, figured in the Floral 
Magazine. 1 s each. 

Although it did not seem to gain widespread popularity, Cannell's kept it 
in their list (off and on) until at least 1888, by which time Charlie senior 
was with the firm. So, with such continuity, plus the existence of that 
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label, it seems safe to conclude that 'Agnes Laing' at least passed into the 
hands of Charlie junior. 

Before getting that far a real piece of luck befell us: on my next visit to 
George's nursery in November 1995, 'Agnes Laing,' if it were she, had 
grown two late flowers, encouraged no doubt by the relative comfort of 
being in a large greenhouse. This meant that the color would be a shade 
lighter than normal, but photographs were nevertheless essential, given 
that the plant looked none too strong. The result is on the back cover. 
Most striking to my eye was the silvery white, totally unmarked throat, 
something the two early accounts agree on. They agree less on the tube 
color, but the photograph shows a color nicely between the two - I would 
call it purplish rose. At least we are all in the right part of the color chart. 

Of course, the final piece of good fortune was Cannell's reference to 
the Floral Magazine. What did "figured" mean? A diagram? A drawing? 
The Floral Magazine was not a very long-lived competitor of the far more 
famous Curtis Botanical Magazine, but the RHS had a full set, and 
"figured" meant a full illustration in color - in the 1870 edition. But here 
we come to the well-known cussedness of penstemons: they do not yield 
their secrets that easily. Someone had neatly removed the illustration! The 
description was, however, still there: 

Agnes Laing is a flower of a peculiarly bright and 
pleasing shade of rose .. the contour of the flower is ex
cellent, and the white exceedingly pure. 

At that point I thought I had done enough - to my mind it was a cer
tainty that 'Agnes Laing' was still with us. Too many coincidences would 
be necessary for the right label to have become attached to an incorrect 
plant that just happened to fit the right description. Nevertheless, in June 
of 1996, on a whim, I visited London's Natural History Museum Library. 
Not only did they have the Floral Magazine for 1870, but I am also 
happy to report that the razor blade man had not been there first. And the 
library kindly made me a photocopy. Again a color in the right shade area, 
but note also the shape of the flower and the distribution of color on the 
lobes. My case rests. 

What next? George's collection is showing promise of further sur
prises, but it is unlikely there will again be such a wealth of evidence to 
back them up. The main concern is to ensure that 'Agnes Laing' lives. 
The sum total of material at present is George's original plant, which is 
showing its age, and two cuttings I have managed to strike and which at 
present look promising. 
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Whether or not 'Alice Laing' will be a big market proposition, I am not 
sure since, without being unchivalrous to a grand old lady of 126 or more, 
we probably now have better hybrids in this color range. But that is not to 
underestimate her importance as living evidence of what an early hybrid 
looked like. She may also yield up genetic secrets about the breeding lines 
in those early time, in work which is to begin shortly at the University of 
Greenwich in London. And what more fitting place, since that seat of 
learning lies only a stone's throw from where Henry Cannell set up his 
first nursery all those years ago. 
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Letters from Robin Members 

Betty Davenport, Niland CA 
#13 Directors 

Jan 29, 1996 
A lot has happened since last I wrote. We are living in our motorhome full 
time and spending the winter at the Fountain of Youth Spa near Niland 
CA. There are spaces for 1,000 RVs and at this time the spa is full. We 
clean for our site and a small salary. It is not hard work. As there has not 
been much rain this winter, there probably won't be any bloom on the 
desert plants this spring. 

I haven't seen a penstemon since we arrived here in October. On our 
way south we stopped at Crater Lake and found Penstemon procerus still 
in bloom. We were told the flowers were about a month late. The weather 
was perfect: temperatures did drop below freezing at night. 

We drove down on US 3395 and stopped at Westgard Pass to collect 
seed. We didn't even find any plants of P. confosus or P. rostijlorus that 
we have found previously. The unknown seed in the Seed Exchange is 
probably P. scapoides. We found it last year just coming into bloom. 
Flowers were long and deep blue lavender. They were not far along 
enough so that we could identify them. The plant is a low growing mat 
that covers the hillsides. It is definitely different from the others growing 
there, and I hope someone will have success growing it and can give us an 
identification. It is my feeling that P. jloridus should be in everyone's 
garden. It should be winter hardy because it grows on Westgard Pass. I 
suspect the reason we are having trouble gr9wing it is because it comes 
from a dry area and doesn't like water. I feel it is prettier than P. clutei, 
but similar. 

The seed from Oregon is probably a Humiles; it might belong to the 
Proceri. Plants were Individual growing on sunny rocky hillsides. Proceri 
form large mats. 

We spend our time bird watching as I have never lived in an area 
where birding has been this great. We see anywhere from 20 to 60 species 
of birds every time we go on a drive near the Salton Sea. 

Our plans are not set for the summer. We leave here around March 14 
and at that time we will not have a phone. Penstemon books are stored in 
the motor home in case I get the urge to continue work on the penstemon 
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book Robert and I are working on. Some day I will sort out the photos and 
slides. 

I have been learning to use graphics and before we left Washington I 
scanned a number of Robert's photos. I still have a lot to learn as some of 
them are not sharp enough to use. 

Nina Price's garden in Klamath Falls is lovely. Nina bought 'Indian 
Jewels' in the 60s, planted them, added sotQ.e of Oregon's natives to her 
garden along with penstemons from other ~S members, and then let the 
birds and the bees pollinate the plants. She reaHY has some nice pents 
including a pure yellow from the yellow P. barbatus. I feel sure it is more 
of a hybrid. She gives plants away to almO$ all, but I don't believe I have 
seen her name among seed donors. Probably from a lack of time. Collect
ing and cleaning seed does take a lot of tim~. I hope a strong effort will be 
made to get her plants/seed into the genetic iffiakeup of our hybrids. I am 
delighted to see that Bruce Meyers had seed in the Seed Exchange again. 

Ramona Osburn, Jacksonville OR 
#13 Directors 

Mar 1996 
Just when the weather became perfect for planting, I got a frightful cold 
and cough which kept me in bed for over a ~k. Obviously bad planning. 

Unlike last year, I did get seeds planted.IAlplains offered a number of 
choice "littlies" and several are germinatina. If I can get them to trans
planting size, I think I will try them in a troUgh first. Rex Murfitt ex
plained to us at the study weekend that a tr~gh should make a statement, 
and I must sadly report that mine don't seeJ!n to. My latest makes too 
much of a statement. The piece of pumice takes up dum near the whole 
trough. But I managed to squeeze in Erigeron 'Canary Bird', Aquilegia 
jonesii, a miniature Penstemon davidsonii ssp. menziesii, and Campanu
las shetleri, C. scab rella, and C. piperi 'Townsend Violet'. 

Alplains had Penstemon abietinus on the list this year, from Sevier 
County, Utah. I found it one year on a sidelroad off 1-70, near Exit 85, I 
think, but next time I was there the roads ~ changed. It's a good one and 
seldom offered. 

As for being retired, perish the thought. I am 80 years old and will 
have to be carried out. 
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Verla Heitman, Hardy NE 
#13 Directors 

Jun 9, 1996 
We have had another funny spring after a disastrous fall-- our crops got 
caught in a hard freeze in September, a month too early. But we still got a 
'short' harvest and we are still eating and paying bills. The spring started 
out very dry. Then the last part of May turned wet and cool along with 
hail and terrible winds. We can't seem to get a normal spring in NE any 
more. I think a lot of the country is in the same mode when I listen to TV. 
My penstemons were doing fairly well until the hail knocked them all to 
pieces. The flower beds really look sparse. I lost a lot of perennials to the 
winter weather and the late hard frost took its toll on trees. No apple 
bloom -- first time in twenty years. 

The Husker Red pents that I have in front of the house are looking 
great -- for some reason they did not get hurt by the hail. 

On April 27, we went to Spring Affair in Lincoln. The seminar that 
Dale gave was so interesting. I bought 'Cambridge Mix', 'War Axe', P. 
grandiflorus, and P. cobaea 'Prairie Splendor' at the plant sale. None 
have bloomed so far but they are all doing OK. 

On Feb 4, 1995 I planted pent seeds from the seed exchange in a 
gravel/sand bed. The three kinds that germinated and grew were all from 
Dale's seed: P. clutei, P. pinifolius, and P. strictus. I planted them in my 
flower borders. The P. strictus is doing fine, the P. pinifolius is alive but 
struggling some. The P. clutei which I was so proud of did fine for about 
three weeks and then every last one of them died. I was not happy. I have 
decided that the next time I plant P. clutei seed, it will be in a gravel/sand 
mix IN MY GARDEN where I want them to grow. 

Dale Lindgren, North Platte NE 
#13 Directors 

Jun 24, 1996 
Most of the letters start with a weather report so I will not break tradition. 
The winter was rough on many plants here in west central Nebraska. We 
were about six inches below normal for precipitation for this year until 
about three weeks ago and now we are half an inch above normal. When it 
rains it pours. Although the winter was dry with no snow cover, the 
Penstemon survived quite well. In fact, some selections like P. !ruticosus, 
which normally do not survive the winter, came through nicely. This 
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spring I enjoyed seeing P. saxosorum, P. euglaucus, P. peckii, P. virens, 
P. stricti/ormis, and P. canescens flower for the first time. 

The winter was hard on honeybees. The number of wild hives were 
reduced because of the winter and because of the mites that are killing off 
the bees. We will have to wait and see how this reduction in the number of 
bees affects penstemon seed production. 

We have an ecologist with the University of Nebraska who is working 
diligently on P. haydenii. He had 7,000 seedlings of P. haydenii to set out 
in the Nebraska sandhills to see if the native populations could be re
stored. 

Peter James and several others sent me seed of some of the Penstemon 
hybrids growing in England. I do not expect the English types to survive 
the winter here but will try to hybridize them with some of the more hardy 
species. Another gentleman from England, Graham Pattison, also shared 
Penstemon seed with me which he had collected in Mexico. That material 
should be interesting. There is a researcher, Andrea Wolfe, at Ohio State 
University who is doing some genetic studies with Penstemon. Her studies 
could help clarify some of the genetic relationships between Penstemon 
species. 

I have potted up about 75 selections/species of Penstemon for next 
spring's hybridization attempts. I will leave them in a cold greenhouse and 
hope they flower. It doesn't always work the way I would like, but usually 
I am able to get a few crosses. I made several hundred crosses this spring 
and summer. Failure comes more often than success, but I keep trying. 

I have never grown plants in troughs. I just plant them in the garden 
and what survives, survives. My P. clutei looks great this year. I wish it 
wouldn't grow quite so tall because the winds tend to blow it over. 

Jack Ferreri, Verona WI 
#13 Directors 

Aug 2, 1996 
This Robin arrived the day before I left for the Annual Meeting in Utah. I 
left a week and a half before the meeting to spend some time on my own in 
the San Juans of southwestern Colorado. I had a wonderful time, taking 
several hundred pictures and putting my Honda Accord to many stressful 
tests on high-county back roads. 

I saw more Penstemon whippleanus than I'd ever seen before - thou
sands of plants of the rich port wine form. I didn't see any lighter-colored 
plants until I got around Salt Lake City. In all the plants I saw in the San 
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Juans, I never saw an albino - they must be quite uncommon, although I 
see them occasionally in seedlists and in garden writeups. 

I thought the NARGS meeting was quite good. I didn't think much of 
the workshops (the botany one was far too fundamental), but .the various 
locations we visited (Bald Mountain two miles east in the Uinta Moun
tains, the Albion Basin a few miles further up Little Cottonwood Canyon 
from the NARGS meeting at the Snowbird Resort, and at Hidden Moun
tainjust above the resort, accessible via tram/skilift) were wonderful. I 
didn't see as many Penstemon as some sharper-eyed individuals did, but 
saw several nice ones. I'd never spotted Penstemon humiles before (4-8" 
high, like a delicate, airy procerus) and P. cyananthus var. compactus 
(with extremely broad leaves some 3" across). 

Prior to attending the meeting. I stopped in at Intermountain Cactus, 
just 30 minutes north of Salt Lake City. I like to grow hardy cactus in my 
sand garden and in leaner parts of the regular rock garden. Bob Johnson 
of Intermountain has scads of brilliantly-colored Opuntia in a range of 
species, as well as a range of ball cactus and cholla (shrub) cactus. I've 
had pretty good luck with these in my zone 4b Wisconsin garden, although 
the Opuntia sure look like hell coming out of the winter. They almost 
always bounce back. 

Between the San Juans and Utah, I spent a day and a half on the Un
compahgre Plateau north of Cortez and south of Grand Junction. The 
north end of the plateau had a nice heath-like penstemon that looked very 
interesting. I took some cuttings and I think they've rooted. Only a couple 
of inches high with small blue-lavender flowers. Various parts of the 
plateau looked like the Burren in Ireland. Pure cracked large rock, with 
the plants growing only in the crevices. Many dwarfed oaks and conifers, 
not to mention large, low mats of Arctostaphylos with a variety of leaf 
shapes, including one with a leaf the size and shape of a quarter! 

Thea Unzner from near Berlin also visited me for a few days in early 
June. I showed her just about every garden I could think of in the area and 
I think she had a real good time. She is both charming and cute, with a lot 
of plant knowledge carried with extreme humility. My wife Judy and I will 
be going to Europe (S Germany, E France, N Switzerland) in September, 
and Thea may drive down to Munich to visit with us for a day. 

Penstemons in the garden did well this year, despite the late, cold, wet 
spring. We had a relatively warm summer and that helped everything 
along. A cold winter took a few of the less hardy species (clutei and 
pseudospectabilis, for example). I'm getting increasing seeding from all 
my pents. I must have fifty to seventy-five seedlings of all sorts of pedi-
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gree along the paths in my garden Their parentage is obscure, since I 
personally have seen a bee go to four different species in a row one 
morning a few years ago. I'll grow most of these on and see what I get. If 
it's something different and unusual, I'll let you know. More traditionally
flowering seedlings I'll pass along to gardeners around Madison whose 
interest in pents is growing. 

Ellen Wilde, Santa Fe NM 
#13 Directors 

Apr 22, 1996 
I just got back from leading a group from <l>ur Botanical Garden to see the 
San Antonio Botanic Garden and National/Wildflower Research Center. 
Unfortunately, weather .there has been as bad as ours with no moisture in 
the winter or spring and dry winds almost 4:Onstantly, so there were no 
wildflowers where they normally would have been at their peak. I was 
surprised that San Antonio is almost tropi~, and there were lovely large 
trees, including palms and cypress as well jI.S pecans and oaks. The 
famous River Walk in San Antonio was a ~elight. I saw three pents I had 
never seen before and got some good pictures for the collection. They 
were P. tenuis, P. havardii, and P. triflorUB. Also present was P. cobaea. 
Austin is north of San Antonio and not tro,ical; they did not have P. 
havardii. 

Things looked really bad in the garden after the dry winter, but most of 
the penstemons are coming back. I thought! I had lost P. caryi, but even 
they are finally showing some green. I hope we will not have watering 
restrictions, but it is a good possibility. Ifwe do; the length of bloom will 
be short on each one. 

I gave a talk on penstemons to a Garden Club and there was a girl 
there who writes for the state's largest paper. She wrote an article for a 
special Sunday section and since then I have given about six more pres
entations with slides. Ann Bartlett said we have quite a few more New 
Mexico members now. 
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Eric Horton, Chelmsford, Essex 
#8 Small Penstemons 

Dec 29,1994 
It has been a very good season for pents again and after I wrote a short 
article for a small subsection of the hardy plant society I had lots of 
requests for plants and sent out around 300 plants to people all round 
England, free except for postage. Back came all sorts of treasures from 
their own gardens, surplus seedlings, rooted cuttings, old chewing gum 
from under the dresser! But it is great fun corresponding with these fellow 
growers. You get a sense offun and nearly all are generous. From one old 
bird came Alonsoa. We bunged it in some dry comer and it was breath
taking, needless to say we asked for seed for next season. 

The small bushy gray needle foliage of P. linarioides ssp. coloradoen
sis is a treasure that has settled well in Essex. I exchange seed with Pavel 
Slaby, in the Czech Republic; he grows a lot of alpines from the Caucasus 
and sees the same potential of the American flora as I do. 

I swapped Delphinium brunonianum for a small rooted cutting of P. 
caespitosus ssp. desertipicti so I hope it survives the winter. The pick of 
this years penstemon from seed has to be P. laetus, with the yellow buds 
surprising everyone when they open blue. P. clutei fascinates all who see 
it on my stock beds. It is one I have had a lot of requests for, so much so 
that I have just one stock plant left and that is hidden from view. I find the 
same type of foliage on P. grinnell;;. A much taller plant and very vigor
ous. 

The foliage here in the drier part of England takes on hues of red in the 
hot summer, it will probably tum black now that the snows are coming! 

This year Clive Gandley, a member of the APS, now holds the national 
collection of Penstemon. Not that he has all of them! But he too has been 
flooded with requests for lists. He is also doing some study on the named 
hybrids, from way back in the nineteenth century has some listed cata
logues from way back from a firm named "Forbes" from Scotland, who 
according to Clive, developed and named most of the early hybrids. As he 
is doing this with Dale Lindgren, you will read about it sometime. 
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Jack Ferreri, Verona WI 
#8 Small Penstemon 

Mar 29, 1995 
We have a local perennial society with about fifty members, and I just 
wrote a short piece on some penstemon that are easy in Wisconsin gar· 
dens. The editor called me to ask why I didn't mention 'Husker Red'. 

Here in the Midwest, Dale's penstemonds the penstemon of choice 
because that distinctive foliage really appc$ls to gardeners. 

The spring supplement from Siskiyou ~tures about seventy plants 
including Penstemon mucronatus, which it describes as "A rare dwarf 
species from Utah, little known incultivatipn. Large leathery, silvery-gray 
leaves and blue-violet flowers. should be cold, heat, and drought tolerant. 
It quotes a mature plant as eight inches byltWelve inches across. The 
Intermountain Flora calls it P. mucronatu~, while the Utah Flora calls it 
Penstemon pachyphyllus v. mucronatus, ap.d says, This is one of our 
most beautiful penstemons". I call it "sendtneone". 

I've had very good germination of pe"*",on seed this spring, includ
ing some dwarf things I've been dying to g¢t like P. nanus, P. duchenen
sis, and P. acaulis. Sometimes an interest ~ a big genus like penstemon is 
frustrating and confusing, since its hard to ialways know what you've 
really got. But other times the sheer inexhalustibility of new things to try is 
delightful. 

I note that Panayoti Kelaidis received a nice write-up in the 3/26/95 
New York Times. The article is entitled, "J... Rock Garden Grows, Ecle
ctically, in the Rockies". It speaks ofPK'slwidely ranging plant interests 
and how. they're enri~hing the horticulturallpalette of Rocky Mountain 
gardeners. Let me quote a paragraph on Penstemon. 

His expeditions within the region have helped/oster the 
domestication 0/ penstemon, the native wildflower with tu
bular blooms in pink, purple and re(i that hummingbirds 
find irresistible. Fifteen or twenty years ago, you would 
have been lucky to find one or two species in Denver nurs
eries. "Now you might find 50 ", he said "And the rock 
garden is where we first grew them all. " 

I hope to do a lot of propagation by cuttings this year. I have a number 
of plants that are of mature size, and I want to spread them around a bit 
here in Wisconsin. I have forms of P. barrettiae, P. richardson;;, P. 
davidson;;, P. caespitosus, P. /ruticosus, Jr. clutei, P. confertus, P. 
virens, P. procerus, and P. cardweWi as willing cutting candidates. 
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P. J. Olthof, Calgary Alberta 
#8 Small Penstemon 

Apr 21, 1995 
We had a beastly dry winter, dry through all of January and February, 
plus a very welcome thick pack of snow in early March, then again 
nothing for several weeks. A lot of plants have died to death, for you can 
water all you want in this climate, but the ground is frozen deep down and 
the water can't sink down to the roots where its needed, and the plants dry 
out and can at the same time stand in a "pool" of water, or snow at the 
ground surface. Several penstemons are gone, including P. strictus, P. 
barbatus, probably P. serrulatus as well; P. fruticosus from the Univer
sity of BC Botanical Garden and little P. pinifolius are alive, at least I see 
a little bit of green in each case. My gentians have come through a lot 
better than I thought they would, but there are a lot of empty spaces. 

I live in a mobile home and the garden is long and narrowish, but I 
have a good garden now. I've lived here for over fifteen years. We DO 
detest the length and dreariness of our Prairie winters, believe me! One 
thing that does make this area of Canada interesting is that here in Alberta 
the Prairie Zone comes together and interfingers with the various foothills, 
montane, and high alpine zones of the Rockies to the west, so.you have a 
great variety in plant "associations", which makes this an interesting area 
botanically, although in each zone the number of species is far less than it 
would be in any similar region in the States or in England or Europe. We 
are in climactic zone 3 in and around Calgary, -40 to -34 C and such 
temperatures have occurred. On top of this basic cold climate, we have to 
cope with Chinooks, warm drying winds that everyone welcomes, but they 
play havoc with plants that are not native here, driving temperatures up 
tens of degrees over a few hours as they do. 

Connie Marsch 
#8 Small Penstemons 

May 20,1995 
Today I am sitting in the lovely warm sunshine at one of my favorite 
camping spots in the Cascade Mountains. On the way up here I saw P. 
speciosus and P. fruticosus and possibly P. attenuatus. I went for a drive 
yesterday with my son and granddaughter. We found one plant of P. 
fruticosus var. scouleri with only one flower open, but lots of buds, and 
there were many more plants along the road. 
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My husband entered a nursing home the day before thanksgiving. He 
becomes more and more confused daily and it is very hard for me to watch 
it happening. We had our 47th anniversary last month. I have been 
camping by myself for many years. He would bring me out on a weekend, 
and then he would go back to work during the week. I had to learn to drive 
the trailer years ago, when his heart started to fail, but I still haven't 
learned to back it up. 

Germination has been great to fair on the penstemon seeds which I 
planted last winter. Naturally stratifying seems to work quite well for me. 
I will soon have to start transplanting the following: P. attenuatus, P. 
cardinalis, P. confertus, P. deustus, P. eriantherus,P. fruticosus, P. 
fruticosus from 'Alba' seed, P. procerus, Pi speciosus, P. subserratus, P. 
rydbergii, andP. wilcoxii. 

The list of plants blooming now is even longer. P. rydbergii, P. serru
latus, P. cyaneus, P. hirsutus 'Pygmaea" white and pale lavender, P. 
havardii, P. speciosus, P. /yollii, P. attenu(ftus, P. confertus, yellow and 
pink, P. cardwellii, P. cardwellii var. rose~, P. barrettiae, P. fruticosus 
x hallii, P. davidsonii menziesii, and P. hir$utus 'Minimus'. Through 
blooming are P. fruticosus 'Alba', P. procetus v. to/miei, and P. hall;;. 

And I think there are others which have yet to bloom. What a job 
keeping track of them, plus all my other wildflowers. 

Emmy Lou Allen, Ashland OR 
#8 Small Penstemon 

Jun 14, 1995 
This special spring has had a lot of gentle rain and many of my seedlings 
are making it. In early March I planted out. The plants are still there and 
the rosettes are getting bigger. 

Penstemon grandiflorus is now blooming. It is colorful but too big for 
my garden. Its coming out this fall. P. palmeri got massive here and came 
out a couple of years ago. P. heterophyllus :'Blue of Zurich' is currently 
blooming. This plant is just right: beautiful color and not too big. 

Phyllis Gustafson, Central Point OR 
#8 Small Penstemon 

Aug I, 1995 
At last I have some Penstemon news. Jerry Colley has the most beautiful 
plant of P. ambiguus 'Nana' in bloom at his house right now!! He spoke 
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with Panayoti Kelaidis on the phone and Panayoti said it must be a nana 
fonn since they are usually much bigger. It is only about 6 inches high 
with needle leaves. Each stem carries many buds of pure light pink that 
open into flowers with almost one inch long thin tubes and very flat petals. 
The whole plant is made up of numerous stems much like P. pinifolius. 
This is one of the most beautiful penstemons I've seen. I've just looked it 
up in Jewels of the Plains by Claude Barr, and he describes the plants that 
grow in Northeastern Colorado, the most northern limit. 

The plants there are about 18 inches high and when he describes the 
flat-limbed blossoms, often described as phlox-like, he says they are 
glistening white or near white, with purple pink throats. He states that 
"the nature of the plant is to spread widely by rhizomes where space and 
moisture are available. The range is the sands of southwestern Kansas 
down to western Texas and in New Mexico a s far as Albuquerque." This 
is the first time any of us around the nursery have grown it and it is in 
Jerry's "rubble" is a small pile of pieces of broken concrete. Many of the 
plants are at their finest in this limy bed. It looks like there is cutting 
material so guess who will be taking a few as soon as the non-blooming 
stems grow a little more. 

Last month I was in Eugene and I found Iron Mountain on the map so 
that's where I went. It is a nice easy walk from the parking area up to a 
closed lookout on top of a very rocky point. I see why everyone in Eugene 
talks about this hill. I met up with about 15 members of the California 
Native Plant Society. They were very nice and we looked at Penstemon 
rupicola on the steepest rocks near the top and found Nothochelone 
nemorosa at the edge of the woods. This slightly coarse plant always 
intrigues me when I see it. And it seems to cover such a wide area, 
Northern California to BC. Now why is it separated from Penstemon? 

I've been in the woods a lot lately and along Pilot Road and in the 
meadows I found a nice herbaceous pent about 18 inches taIl. It keyed out 
to P. roezlii, which is the same as flowers from 50 miles north in Sams 
Valley (behind Table Rocks from Interstate 5). Last Sunday I spent the 
day up on the road to Whiskey Peak in the Applegate. One flower all 
along the road giving much the same effect as P. roezlii I keyed out as P. 
laetus var. sagittatus. My fonn of keying however is called "leafing", 
leafing through the book for the right drawing. The anther sure looks the 
same and all the measurements fit the description in Jepson. 

I am watching the seed on P. newberryi. This is the one that I selected 
some years ago on Mt. Lassen. It is the plant offered by Siskiyou as the 
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Lassen form. It is easy to cut and needs a good shearing regularly any
way. 

I saw the big leathery leaves of P. mucronatus and I also saw it rot off 
when it got overwatered in the nursery. It grew very fast and was ordered 
even faster. Hope you got one, Jack. 

Ramona Osburn, Jacksonville OR 
#8 Small Penstemon 

Aug 2,1995 
We're having a year of normal rainfall, the:second in 10 years. This 
makes it easier for the garden to withstand the 95 to 100 degree temps. I 
do need to water more often. Phyllis brouglit the robin this afternoon and 
says I should be watering every day. 

My P. ambiguus is the usual taIler fOllll) but I love its airy effect. Most 
people can't believe it is a penstemon. JosefHalda built the second section 
of the crevice garden around the group of P. ambiguus, because I didn't 
want to move the plants. Now they are per&ctly happy in a sort of rock 
basin. Some of the other penstemons were moved in without labels. Most 
of them are flourishing in the new crevice ~den. 

The trip to Steens Mountain was great, tven though we weren't able to 
go the last 2 miles to the summit. But the h_vier than usual snow was 
spectacular. Also the later bloom gave us aichance to see Mertensia 
viridis at Kiger Gorge and Polemonium pulcherrimum, a very attractive 
plant with smaller flowers than I remembered. Penstemon davidsonii var. 
praeteritus was growing along the road ambng the rocks and also at Kiger 
Gorge. It has larger flowers than P. davidsbnii, and small pointed leaves. 
Here was also a lovely form of P. speciosus. 

Eric, with all the penstemons you have sent out, England should soon 
be abloom with them. I also love P. clutei, but mine succumbed this year. 
Inconsiderate of it, I think, especially since :I had planted it in volcanic 
rock. Maybe it will just get ordinary soil next time. 

I have never succeeded in growing P. ndnus, P. duchenensis, and P. 
acaulis, but I'm not giving up , and fortunately Ron Ratko has a wonder
ful seed list. There are still many fascinating penstemons that haven't been 
available yet so far as I know, among them'P. compactus from northern 
Utah and P. uintahensis from the Uintas, which are rather hard to get to. 

Phyllis grows her cuttings in sand, with some cover but also with ven
tilation. Penstemons are particularly easy mom cuttings. Phyllis, Emmy 
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Lou, and I live close together, and Siskiyou Nursery is only eight miles 
from here. 

Thea Unzner, Sch6neiche, Germany 
#16 International 

Aug 5, 1995 

It is August and the best flowering time for the Penstemon is over, only P. 
kunthii, 'Firebird, 'Mexicana', and some P. barbatus are blooming now in 
my "American Garden." Other American plants replaced the penstemons: 
Monarda fistulosa and didyma, Oenothera tanacetifolia and 0. specio
sus, Liatris, Rudbeckia, and Chrysopsis villosa. 

I had so many seeds from friends, from the APS and the ARGS this 
year, I made long lists with the date of sowing, when the seedlings came 
up, when 1 transplanted them, and so on. Now I have a clear view and will 
tell you which new penstemons are growing in my garden. 

The winter was mild and wet, but the spring was cold and wet and the 
cold continued until June that was bad for some seedlings, but very good 
weather for slugs and snails! They were a pest. They did eat all mostly the 
best and rarest plants. In our dry area here we have never had such a 
plague with these beasts, but it was not so bad as in other areas in Ger
many. I heard from friends that they had no dahlias, no tomatoes, and no 
cucumbers in their gardens. All was eaten by the slugs! 

These new penstemons I now have in my beds, in the rock garden, or in 
troughs: P. albertinus, P. clevelandii, P. clutei, P. cobaea, P. diphyllus, 
P. floridus, P. grandiflorus, P. havardii, P. labrosus, P. multiflorus, P. 
newberryi, P. perfoliatus, P. purpusii, P. rostriflorus, and P. rubicundus. 

These seeds didn't germinate or are lost: P. jendleri, P. arkansanus, P. 
wrightii, P. caryi, P. james ii, P. immanifestus, P. ophianthus, and P. 
palmeri. 

The flowering time of penstemons began May 9th with P. fruticosus 
and its ssp. serratus and 'Albus', followed by P. barrettiae, P. cardwellii, 
P. rupicola, P. procerus with its ssp., P. whippleanus, P. wilcoxi/, P. 
hirsutus, P. ovatus, P. laetus, P. virens, and P. rydbergii var. oreocharis. 
There was a long flowering time because of the cool weather. We some
times almost had frost in the night! June started with the marvelous P. 
strictus and P. heterophyllus, P. confertus, P. attenuatus, P. hirsutus 
'Pygmaeus', P. alpinus, P. serrulatus, P. lemhiensis, and P. tenuis. 

P. tenuis from 1994 seed suffered in winter, but the plants grew up in 
spring 20-25 cm high, with only one stem per plant. The flowers are small 
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and tender, the tube is violet and the edge azure blue. All the plants died 
after blooming. 

The best flowering time was the middle of June. Tall P. digitalis and 
its form 'Husker Red' were blooming in the background and the hybrids 
were in full flower. The last years I have seed from 'Barbatus hybrids', 
'Scharf hybrids', and 'Saskatoon hybrids'. Now in my garden you can see 
a lot of very nice and colorful hybrids in all shades of blue, violet, pink 
and red, the flowers on long spikes and mostly one-sided. There are 
different sized blooms: some are broader and the lower lip is spread, some 
have a narrower tube and the lower lip is reflexed. I think there is more 
"barbatus blood" in the latter. All these hybrids are hardy in our region, 
whereas the big flowering penstemons of the 'Gloxinoides type' can't 
survive our cold winter. So I'm glad to have found these nice hybrids, 
partly similar to P. strictus and others more similar to P. barbatus. I also 
have seed from Leonard Pollen in Logan, Utah, and I hope the plants will 
show me new and different hybrid flowers. 

For some years I have had plants from seed of 'Mexican hybrids', 
'Mexicana', 'Mexicali', andPenstemon kunthii. Allthese bloom from 
July until October, and they scatter so many seeds into my garden in 
spring I always have thousands of seedlings! Now they are growing 
everywhere, and I can't distinguish between them, they are so similar! 
They start to bloom with several long spikes, and if I cutoff the upper 
part after they fade, petioles grow from all the axils and make the plants 
bushy with many new inflorescences. So they can bloom until the first 
frost in October-November. 

The weather this year is crazy, so cold until the end of June, and July 
and August so hat and dry. And no rain! My garden is so dry -- in other 
parts of Germany and Europe there were thunderstorms, heavy rain, and 
even hail, but only in the western part of Germany. I water and water and 
water, but I can't prevent some plants and the lawn from drying up in the 
heat. Not the penstemons -- they love the heat and I take care with the 
young plants. This is the third sununer with such dryness and I think I'll 
try to grow more plants from the deserts orthe demi-deserts of America. 
But will they survive the winter with a -15 C bare frost? 

Oct 1995 
Now it is autumn and after a very cold September. October started with 
sunny warm weather. I brought out all the pots I sheltered in the verandah 
with temperatures near zero. All day I'm working in the garden, trans
planting plants or raking leaves. Some of the penstemon seedlings are 
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looking very bad; P. clutei, P. cleveland;;, P. jloridus, and P. neotericus. 
These are plants native to southwest America and I think they suffered 
from the cold and wet September. I put some in pots to overwinter in the 
cold frame. It entered my head to buy a glass-house for my plants that 
don't like frost in winter. 

In July I spent one day at the big flower show in Hampton Court! I met 
Eric Horton. It was a brief meeting, because Eric and June were so busy 
with the penstemons, but I was glad to see him and all the gorgeous 
penstemons! I took many photos also the next day when I was at Kew 
Garden. Many species of penstemon are growing there. It was one of the 
hottest days of the year -- 35CII 

In front of the Plant Heritage Marquee in Hampton Court I could ad
mire a large show bed with penstemons in all colors! Do you know these 
names: Raven, Russian River, Port Wine, Knightwick, Flamingo, Peace, 
Red Knight, Cherry Ripe, Modesty, Pink Endurance, Torquay Gem, 
Thorn?? Such splendor in these tall plants with the big flowers! 

In Kew Garden the new part with American plants is very attractive 
with a cascade and a great number of plants from the continent, for 
instance Eriogonumi Mimu[us, Grindelia, Phlox, Verbena, Collomia, 
Clarkia, etc. 

I found these species there; P. procerus ssp. tolmiei, P. pinifolius, P. 
ophianthus, P. kunthii, P. comarrhenus, P. alluviorum, P. eaton;;, P. 
venustus, P. cinicola, P. heterophyllus ssp. purdy;, P. james;;, P. specta
bilis, P. rostrijlorus, P. haydenti, and P. davidson;; ssp. davidson;;. 

Finally I have to tell you about my lecture on penstemons in Stuttgart 
(South Germany). I had an invitation from the rock garden club and I 
showed 200 penstemon slides from my garden, from Kew Garden, and 
from Hampton Court. The listeners were very interested and I hope it adds 
to knowledge of these plants. 

Oct 15, 1995 
The new robin came yesterday, what ajoy! My report is written and I only 
want to add some lines. 

To me the roadside flora of the USA is fascinating. When I visited my 
friends there I always wanted to cry Stop!" when I saw such fantastic 
flowers on the roadside, but we couldn't stop everywhere. 
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Kari Wang, Hosie, Norway 
#16 International 

Nov 1,1995 
Its the first of November and I can look out at 3cm of fresh snow. I think I 
will go back and hibernate for 5 months. 

In addition to traveling to South Americal in January, I have been to the 
USA to see our son, who has moved from IAls Angeles to Cincinnati, 
where he is doing law. We moved eastward from San Francisco, first to 
Tahoe City for three days, botanizing in Squaw Valley. I was hoping to 
photograph Penstemon newberry; in full bloom, but this years season was 
six months behind, so we had to be satisfied lwith the snow plant, Sar
codes sanguinea, instead. We also found plenty of Dicentra uniflora, as 
well as two lovely shrubs, Arctostaphylos JXfItula, pink urn flower, and A. 
nevadensis, white urn flowers on a much lower plant. Also the Cean
othus, blue clusters of wide open flowers, which I think must be prostra
tus. 

Reno is only one hours drive from Lake Tahoe, so we went to see 
Shirley and Carl Backman the second day ~d had a very good day with 
plenty of flowers. They took us up to Lewisit;l rediviva, white form, 
growing together with Penstemon speciosusl a creeping phlox, Allium 
parvum, and Calochortus nuttallii. Later in!the day found us in a field of 
Eriogonum lobbii var. robustum, another o~hundreds of plants on my 
wanted list. 

We crossed Nevada and Utah to go to Salt Lake City, stopping on the 
way at Bonneville Salt Flats International FljeeWay, my two men being car 
enthusiasts. On the main road into Salt Lak~ City there was a large 
penstemon flashing by in the road divider, b,t as I had already been told 
several times ''No stopping on the freeway" I had no chance to look at it 
closely. Our son took us up to Snowbird, where he had done snowboard
ing, and it certainly lived up to its name, snow everywhere. We managed 
to find a small patch of bare ground where we found what I tentatively 
called P. procerus var. tolmiei in full flower, The next day we went to 
Park City, and along one of the side roads a large blue pent caught my 
eye. I think it must be P. cyananthus, lovely !large gaping flowers on 70cm 
stalks. We were also hoping to find. P. eatonii, and I saw lots of red 
flashes along the road, but the one time we were able to stop it turned out 
to be Gilia aggregata, not a bad plant either. 

From Snowbird to Denver to meet up with 5 other couples for 14 days 
in the Rockies. Still snow on the top of Pikes Peak, but the most beautiful 
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Pinus aristata with Primula angustifolia and Caltha leptosepa/a nestling 
in the grass. At the entrance to the park we found we found a lovely 
pinkish red pent which I have put down as P. secundiflorus with a ques
tion mark. Trail Ridge was also closed, but we found lots of good plants 
in the forests along the way. I had great problems in identifying the pents 
along the way, particularly as I was told not to bring a flower stalk to the 
motel to try to identify it in the evening. 

Yellowstone was a big disappointment: 80% of the forest is burned and 
needs at least 15 years to recover some of its former splendor. We did find 
some very good plants of P. fruticosus, a narrow leaved light blue flow
ered plant, which I liked a lot. The road now took us over Beartooth Pass, 
which was a revelation, not only because of the flowers but also the 
magnificent scenery. On the way down we had to we had to look at P. 
eriantherus gracing the verges, neat tight plants that would be winners in 
anybody's garden. On the verge on the opposite side of the road I spotted 
Clematis columbiana draping itself over the low shrubs. A little higher up 
there was something pink under the large pines, and on closer inspection 
we found hundreds of Calypso bulbosa. 

Bighorn was also a very spectacular place to go. And now, Dee, I 
have seen your Kelseya uniflora growing vertically on the rock on top, 
unfortunately just past flowering, but still a memorable sight. Even better 
still the Aqui/egia jones;; along the roadside like a weed in the limestone 
gravel, all the plants smothered in flowers. We bought all your books 
hoping they would help us identify all the unfamiliar plants we saw. They 
are lovely. 

Spring in Norway was very cold and lasted well into July. The advan
tage of the cold weather was that all the plants lasted longer in flower and 
for some reason all the shrubs put on a magnificent display this year. We 
sort of went from a green winter to summer in one week. The heat really 
hit around 20 July and lasted for six weeks without any rain. Fortunately 
we are allowed to water the garden but I arrived 17 July to find a lot of 
seed germinated and was unable to transplant any of them 4ue to the heat. 
I had taken part in an AGS expedition for seed hunting in China and got a 
lot of good seed, particularly Meconopsis and Primula but did not dare 
touch them, fearing I would lose them if I tried. They are still mostly in 
the seedpots, having been fed over the summer and hope I will be able to 
see them again. 

I have never had the time to make a list of how the penstemons have 
been doing in the garden this year. What I do remember is that they all 
flowered well apart from P. tracy;, which has been moved to another spot. 
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I have ripped out P. menzies;; 'Microphyllus' which only grew and never 
flowered, andP. pinifolius 'Mersea Yellow' has been swamped by a very 
aggressive Globularia cordifolia. However, I have rooted cuttings so it 
will be in another spot next year. P. hal/it must have flowered while I was 
away. It flowered quite well last year and seeded itself further down the 
scree where it had been planted. In addition to the plants I have estab
lished I have put out plants of P. kunthit, hopefully hardy in the spot I 
have chosen, and P. campanulatus. A few seed packets have been kept in 
the fridge awaiting next January, when it is a good time to sow them and 
dig them down in the snow. 

Erma Pilz, Albuquerque NM 
#16 International 

Jan 3, 1996 
I have often wondered about the origin of the showy penstemons we have 
called "gloxinoides" and speaking of origins, someone spoke of P. hirsu
IUs 'Pygmaeus alba'. I believe Ralph Bennettlclaimed the discovery of 
that among his plants and I consider that is q1lrite likely, since P. hirsutus 
grows mainly in the eastern United States wh~re Ralph lived. 

Penstemon eriantherus flowers are almost identical to P. jamesii and 
only the plant seems different -- much more hairy and sprawly. I have 
grown P. eriantherus from seed from Frances Burrell, but of the two I 
think I like the erect growth of P. jamesit best. 

Kari, I am sure what you saw was Penstemon cyananthus if you saw it 
at Snowbird in Utah. That was where I first saw it. I like it much lovely 
flowers, and in marked Whorls although Elizabeth Neese insists it is not 
whorled. I am sure she must be thinking of some other species. 

P. hallii is lovely also large flowers, smalU plants, but it, like P. virens 
in my garden, never blooms, forming a thick ¢arpet ground cover but no 
flowers. Although I am close to mountains, the temperature is far too hot 
in summer, and dry, to allow bloom. 

Thea, you are growing many penstemons more successfully than others 
manage. P. havardii has very large leaves, doesn't it? And I think you 
would be astounded at the exquisite colors rich deep purples and bright 
pinks if you can get P. cobaea hybrids. 

Vaclav Plestil, Czech Republic 
#16 International 
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Feb 10, 1996 
I may retire finally. So the railroad may be definitely out. It is a light 
point. Some problems are lasting. After the death of my mother I lost half 
of the garden. Remaining is only the rock garden in front of the house. All 
of the back yard is out and thus I have nowhere to propagate, no 
"technical background" for the next time. 

The first work in spring will be to move from there about 2,000 small 
pots with plants and about 500 larger containers with mother plants, older 
alpines of various kinds. 

As there is no more space here, I have decided to join with a friend, a 
nurseryman living about 250 km. from here. He has a lot of space and all 
his garden is on granitic grit. In the last year I have shipped him many 
plants and seeds from here, and all are in good condition including numer
ous seedlings from Ron Ratko's seeds, succulents, and seedlings of 
Echinocereus, etc. I've been there in late fall and have seen all the plants. 

As there is a lot of space, we can and want to continue with experi
ments and selections in pents, hybrids, P. barbatus 'Praecox Nana', and 
with more Dasanthera. Myoid plants produce much seed and in Pavel's 
garden seedlings grow very well; and with large amounts of seedlings 
there is more chance to catch something interesting. Eriogonum look very 
well there. 

My rock garden was very neglected for the last three years; I had no 
vacations, and to repair it all will take another two seasons, but I am not 
afraid that I wont be able to do it. In summer Pavel and another friend 
propose to go seed collecting to Turkey for a month. At that time I'll take 
care of the nursery, water, propagate, and watch seeds. 

OK, this is the right job for me. My wife and I are looking forward to 
it. Winter was long and this year hard, frosts from mid-November and 
lasting with no snow over most of that time nearly until January and until 
yesterday bare frosts at -20 degrees C. Days were often sunny and thus I 
had to cover many evergreen plants with some branches of Taxus, par
ticularly old P. rupicola. 

Yesterday at noon I looked impatiently on the bone hard ground in the 
rock garden -- what is alive. To my surprise old P haWi is good. It needs 
dividing! Nearly all the leaf rosettes of the Habroanthus and P. barbatus, 
and Coerulei seem ugly now, but P. nitidus will certainly recover and P. 
secundiflorus too; small P. teucrioides, etc. were covered, P. euglaucus 
and perhaps all Proceri seemed not to mind the wintering the rock garden. 
The small potted plants do not look too happy now. The P. kunthit will be 
gone but we sowed some seed in November in Pavel's nursery and may 
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see flowers in September. P. campanulatus looks as it did in autumn. 
Until now no damage. A surprise. I like these monumental shrublets and 
can easily imagine P. kunthii used on a larger scale in parks, etc .. None of 
the Peltanthera seem hardy for such winters with us, sorry. 

Eric Horton, Chelmsford, England 
#16 International 

Dec 8, 1995 
Hampton Court was frantic. We were with the Gandleys at the plant 
heritage marquee with a big display ofpenstemons. We met a lot of very 
nice people and there was a lot of interest in the penstemons! The display 
was visited by the Bartletts and we had a long chat. Also Dale Lindgren 
who must have been quite pleased because I put a big plant of P. digitalis 
'Huskers Red' in the center of the display. We met Ellen Wilde and dear 
Thea came over all the way from Germany to see the show and meet the 
Hortons! Oh, and Shirley Pash from London, who I call 'The Queen' 
because she sounds so posh when she speaks! Also Prince Charles looked 
at the display so we were highly honored. 

We gave out a lot of hand leaflets for the APS and hopefully may get 
some new members. The increased interest is in the big flowered hybrids 
of 'Gloxinoides' that are crosses of P. cobaea and P. hartwegii mostly. I 
had a plant on show of P. smallii that was broken off in early spring, so 
it flowered at 9 inches high and it caused a mini sensation! 

On the reverse of all my plant labels I put my initials and everyone 
kept coming up to the sales table asking if we had any Penstemon 'E. H.' 
Fame at last! 

We shall be growing a lot more of the American Midwest and Pacific 
plants this coming season. Seems to us that your flora is more tolerant of 
the vagaries of our long hot dry summer. 

The number one plant for us this season must go to another American, 
Gaura lindheimeri, a waving mass up to one meter high of myriads of 
white "butterflies". Everyone who sees it falls in love with it. For a best 
seller again we go to the USA: Mirabilis. We flogged the bare roots for 
40 cents in April and explained to all who bought it (we sold about 400) 
about the odd flowering times and especially the strong scent! We had a 
lot of rave notices on the feedback right up to the first frost. 

This may sound as though we are moving away from the smaller pen
stemons and my first love, alpines, but we aint! In fact all the seed lists 
are coming in and having spent the last four months browsing the Floras 
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of Utah, the Pacific Northwest, the Great Plains and Claude Barr's 
"Jewels of the Plains" I have no problem filling in the required numbers. 

The first "buzz" of the season is to get the numbered packets to check 
on the lists. The second is to see it germinate and the ultimate buzz is to 
see the flowers: Who hasn't sat and watched the glistening flowers of 
Oenothera caespitosa opening in the late afternoon to feel the simple 
satisfaction and enjoy the miracle of nature? Poetic! 

Seeds for the APS Seed Exchange 
Send your Penstemon seeds by December 15th, 1996 to: 

Dale Lindgren 
West Central Research Center 
Route 4, Box 46A 
North Platte NE 69101 
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Penstemon Slides 
Needed for the APS Collection 
By Ellen Wilde ' 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 

The following list shows what slides are needed to complete the collection. 
X in the first column means a close-up is needed~ in the second column, a 
full plant shot~ in the third column, a shot in native habitat~ in the fourth 
column, a garden shot. Sometimes the full plant shot will also do for the 
third or fourth category. If you have particularly excellent slides of some I 
have not listed, tell me about them! We will be glad to have a variety of 
views, as penstemons vary so much within the species in different condi-
tions! Ellen Wilde, 110 Calle Pinonero, Santa Fe NM 87505, 505-982-
1406; E-mail 74723 .2170@compuserve.com. 

We will gladly pay for duplicating your slides. 

Closeul! Full Plant Habitat Garden 
acaulis X X X X 
acuminatus X X X 
alamosensis X 
albomarginatus X X 
alluviorum X X X X 
ammophi/us X X X X 
amphorellae X X X X 
angelicus X X X X 
anguineus X X X 
arenarius X X X X 
arenicola X X X 
aridus X X X 
arkansan us X X X 
atwoodii X X X X 
auriberbis X 
australis X X X 
azureus X X X 
baccharifolius X 
bamebyi X X X X 
barrettiae X 
bieolor X X X X 
bolanius X X X X 
braeteatus X X X 
breviculus X 
caesius X X X X 
caleareus X X X X 
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S;;loseUI! Full Plagt Habitat Gardeg Closeul! Full Plagt lIahttat !iar!len 
califomicus X X X X grahamii X X X X 
calycosus X griffinii X 
campanulatus X X X grinnellii X X X 
canescens X guadalupensis X X X X 
camosus X X X X harringtonii X X X 
cinicola X hartwegii X X X X 
clevelandii X henricksonii X X X X 
compactus X X heterodoxus X 
concinnus X X X X heterophyllus X X 
confusus X X X X hidalgensis X X X X 
cusickii X X X idahoensis X 
cyananthus X imberbis X X X X 
cyaneus X immanifestus X X X X 
cyanocaulis X X X X incertus X X X X 
cyathophorus X X X isophyl/us X X X X 
dasyphyllus X X X janishiae X X X X 
davidsonii X kingii X X X X 
deamii X X X X kunthii X X X 
debilis X X X X labrosus X X X 
degeneri X X X X laetus X X 
diphyllus X X X laevigatus X X 
dissectus X X X X laevis X X X X 
distans X X X X lanceolatus X X X X 
dolius X X X X laricifolius exifolius X X X X 
elegantulus X X X laxus X X X 
ellipticus X X X leiophyllus X 
eriantherus We have no identified variety pictures lemhiensis X X X 
fasciculatus X X X X lentus X X X X 
fendleri X leonensis X X X X 
filiformis X X X X longiflorus X X X X 
filisepalis X X X X lyallii X 
flavescens X X X marcusii X X X X 
floribundus X X X X miniatus X X 
floridus X X X X miser X X X 
flowersii X X X X moffatii X X X X 
franklinii X X X X mohinoranus X X X X 
fremontii X monoensis X X X X 
fruticiformis X X X X montanus X X 
gentianoides X X X X moriahensis X X X X 
gentryi X X X X multiflorus X X 
gibbensii X X X X nanus X X X X 
glandulosus X navajoa X X X X 
glaucinus X X X X neomexicanus X X 
globosus X neotericus X X X X 
goodrichii X X X X nudiflorus X X X 
gormanii X X X X occiduus X X X X 
gracilentus X X X X oklahomensis X X X 
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Closeul! Full Plant Habitat Garden Closeul! Full Plant Habitat Garden 
osterhoutii X X X X spathulatus X X X X 
ovatus X X speciosus X pachyphyllus X X spectabilis X pachyphyllus congestus X X X X stenophyllus X X X pahutensis X X X X stephensii X X X X 
pallidus X X strictiformis X X 
papillatus X X X X subserratus X X X 
parviflorus X X X X sudan X X X X 
parvus X X X X tenuiflorus X X X X 
patens X X X X tenuifolius X X X X 
payettensis X X tepicensis X X X X 
paysoniorum X X X X teucrioides X 
penlandia X X X X thompsoniae X 
peckii X X X thurberi X 
pennellianus X tidestromei X X X X 
peifoliatus X X tracyi X X X X 
perpulcher X X X uintahensis X X X X 
personatus X X X X utahensis X X X 
petiolatus X X X virens X 
pinorum X X X X virgatus X X 
plagapineus X X X X viscainensis X X X X 
platyphyllus X X vulcanellus X X X X 
potosinus X X X X wardii X X X X 
pratensis X X X X washingtonensis X X X X 
procerus modestus. tolmei. andformosus watsonii X X 

X X X X wilcoxii X X 
pruinosus X X wislizenii X X X 
pseudoparvus X X X X wrightii 
pseudoputus X X X X 
pudicus X X X X 
pumilus X X 
purpusii X X X X 
radicosus X X X 
ramosus X 
rattanii X X X X 
retrorsus X X X X 
roezlii X X X X 
rubicundus X X 
saltarius X X X X 
saxosorum X X X X 
scapoides X X X 
scariosus X X 
schajJheri X X X X 
seorsus X X X X 
sepalulus X X X X 
serrul(1tus X X 
shastensis X X X X 
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Notes from the President 

Dale T. Lindgren 

In June, we lost a faithful, dedicated friend of the American Penstemon 
Society, George Yingling. His obituary and other comments are foUnd in 
this issue. George may be thought of as APS member, editor, former APS 
President, writer, etc. To many of us he was also a special friend. Our 
condolences go out to George's family. Last November, I visited George 
who was in the hospital at the time. George's wife, Mary, gave me some 
publications, as well as some APS slides that went back to 1949. The 
slides were shared with members at the 50th anniversary dinner in Utah on 
July 13, 1996. This was George's contribution to the Society's Anniver
sary. 

In addition, our condolences go out to the families of Lena Seeba and 
David Keck. 

Odds & Ends: I would like to thank all of the members who contrib
uted to the Society this year including officers, board members, editor, 
contributing writers, seed exchange donors and especially to all the 
members for renewing their membership. We also welcome all new 
members. 

Thanks to all who attended the APS Dinner, July 13th and especially, 
to Peter James (and Doreen) for sharing their English Penstemon experi
ences. 

In the near future, the APS library will have a new home, the Santa Fe 
Botanic Garden. In the meantime, send your library requests to me here at 
North Platte, NE. 

We are also restarting the APS breeders robin. Let Shirley Backman 
know if you are interested in joining this robin. 

The APS manual is slowly making progress. Dee Strickler and Bob 
Nold are also working on writing Penstemon books. 

Two final requests. We need your help on obtaining seeds from the 
Penstemon species of Mexico. This is one group that can be very valuable 
to further the use of Penstemon. Let me know of anyone who could assist 
us in obtaining Penstemon seed from Mexico. The second request is for 
seeds for the APS seed exchange. Try to get your seeds to me by Decem
ber 15, 1996 for the seed exchange. However, I will accept them anytime. 
Later is better than never. 
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I hope each of you had a good 1996 Penstemon growing season. Why 
not share your experiences with others with an article in the Bulletin of the 
APS? 

Annual Meeting Report 
The 50th Annual Meeting of the American Penstemon Society took place 
on July 13th, 1996 at the Snowbird Resort in the Wasatch Mountains east 
of Salt Lake City, Utah. The meeting followkXt directly on the heels of the 
Annual Meeting of the North American RocJc Garden Society (NARGS). 
The NARGS meeting featured several field trips into the mountains 
surrounding Snowbird, as well as a range o~ splendid speakers on the 
unique flora of Utah. Sighted on these field trips were Penstemon cyan
anthus, P. eatonii, P. humiles, P. palmeri, P. pintjo/ius, P. platyphyllus, 
P. subglaber, and P. whippleanus. Some oflthese were introduced plants. 

About forty attendees enjoyed an excelleat buffet meal, followed by 
round-the-room introductions. President Dak Lindgren gave a slide 
presentation on the history of the American penstemon Society, featuring 
some old slides recently uncovered which depicted some of founder Ralph 
Bennett's travels to penstemon locales and penstemon gardeners in the late 
forties and the fifties. Attendees tested their ~killson recognizing the old
timers shown in the photographs. Dale brought the presentation up to the 
present, with a selection of shots from around the wild landscape of the 
U.S. taken at annual meetings right up to th¢ present. 

Dale was followed by an intriguing prestm.tation by Peter James of 
Kent, England on the rich heritage of Penstemon hybridWng in the British 
Isles. As Peter's article elsewhere in the issu,e testifies, he has done 
considerable research on the historical background to these hybrids, and 
he shows many slides of past and present hybrids. For those of us accus
tomed to the look of the flowers of Penstemon species, the hybrid blos
soms were remarkable: large blooms, brilliant colors, gleaming white 
throats, and so on. 

Next year's Annual Meeting is tentatively scheduled for a South Da
kota venue, in the area of Claude Barr's legendary Prairie Gem Ranch in 
southwestern South Dakota. The meeting will be hosted by Cindy Reed. 
Details to follow. 
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Obituary 

George L. Yingling, Jr., age 78, of Dayton, OH, died June 6, 1996 at 
the Community Hospital in Springfield. George was a member 
of Westminster Presbyterian Church and sang in the choir. He 
was a graduate of North Carolina State University in 1940 and 
attended Harvard University & MIT during WWII. He moved to 
Dayton, Ohio in 1944. George retiredfrom WPAFB after 30 
years of service. After his retirement, he was actively involved 
with Cox Arboretum, Building Bridges, Habitat for Humanity 
and the American Penstemon Society. He is survived by his wife 
of 52 years, Mary; 2 sons; George L. Yingling III of Denver, CO 
and Rev. John Phillip Yingling & his wife, Chris of Bemidji, 
MN; 2 grandchildren, Benjamin and Rebecca; and a brother, 
Lawrence D. "Bob" Yingling. A memorial service was held June 
9, 1996. 

The American Penstemon Society lost a great friend in George Yingling. 
George was a special, personal friend to many of us and will be greatly 
missed. He was a member of the American Penstemon Society from 1958 
through 1961, and from 1976 to 1996. He became editor of the APS 
bulletin in 1978 and continued with those responsibilities until 1988. He 
contributed many articles to the Bulletin and was very interested in the 
history of the society. 

The form of the Bulletin of the APS changed from mimeographed pages to 
a professional, offset published format when George took over as the 
editor. He introduced color into the bulletin and began publishing two 
issues a year. The bulletin size was reduced from 8 ~ x 11 inches to 8 ~ 
x 5 Yz inches in December 1979 to cut costs of production and postage. 
Bulletin content with George as editor included more scientific articles 
plus the traditional material (trip reports, garden reports, etc.). More 
contributions from overseas members were also featured. He served as 
APS President from 1990 to 1991. He was also active in maintaining the 
Penstemon display at Cox Arboretum for many years. He did much 
experimenting and research with Penstemon and shared his results with 
APS members. 
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Panayoti Kelaidis summarized his thoughts on George in an earlier issue 
of the Bulletin: 

George Yingling not only took up the editorship but transformed 
the style and contents of the bulletin into a crisp, professional 
format utilizing state-of the-art technology. He aggreSSively 
sought out talent all over the country to write for the bulletin 
and promoted the cause of Penstemons in every conceivable 
manner. In the process, the society was transformed from a 
rather chummy circle of Ralph Bennett's correspondents and 
friends into a truly national and international organization that 
transcends the personality traits -- good or bad -- of its editors 
and officers. 

George Yingling was presented the American Penstemon Society's 
RALPH BENNETI AWARD, for a "person who has given a significant 
amount of time to the American Penstemon Society" in 1995. We will all 
miss George. 

Submitted by Dale Lindgren 
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The Color Slide Collection 

The American Penstemon Society has two excellent collections of color slides for 
loan to its members and to garden clubs, at no cost except postage. The postage to you 
will be paid by the APS; the return postage, plus insurance, by you. One set of slides 
has been assembled principally to fit the needs of garden clubs and other organizations. 
The other set is for people who wish to learn the different species of penstemons and is 
designed especially to show the botanical points relied on for identification. Slide 
program cannot be sent outside the US. To request a loan, please write: 

Ellen Wilde, 110 Calle Pifionero, Santa Fe NM 87505 

The Library 

The Society has a library for use by its members. Material may be borrowed free of 
charge for two weeks, and for ten cents for two additional weeks. The Society pays the 
postage to the member, and the member pays the return postage. For a loan, please 
write: Mrs. Elizabeth Bolender, Librarian, American Penstemon Society, c/o Cox 
Arboretum, 6733 Springboro Pike, Dayton OH 45449. 

Now available from the library: 
Bulletin of the American Penstemon Society, 1946-present. 

One issue borrowed at a time. 
Studies in Penstemon by Ralph Bennett. 

No. I, Habroanthus; No.2, Dasanthera; No.3, Eastern SpeCieS', 
No.4, AnulariuS', No.5, Aurator. One number at a time. 

History of the American Penstemon Society 
Manual for Beginners with Penstemon 
The California Penstemons by Percy C. Everett 
Bulletin of the American Rock Garden SOCiety, special Penstemon number 
Penstemon in Your Garden by Glenn Viehmeyer 
The National Horticultural Magazine, special 1951 Penstemon number 
Taxonomy in Simple Language by Ralph Bennett 
The Scrophulariaceae of Eastern Temperate North America by F.W. Pennell 

Penstemon Publications by Kenneth and Robin Lodewick 

Penstemon Notes. 1991 . Miscellaneous notes on the genus. $3 .00 
Penstemon Field Identifier. A sketch book of about 260 species, arranged geographically. 

Postpaid (US/Canada), $12.00; overseas, $15.00 
Penstemon Nomenclature. 1989. Lists all known botanical names applied to the genus. 

Postpaid (US/Canada), $4.00; overseas, $5.00 
Key to the Genus Penstemon. Sections treated cover 271 species and 15 related species in 

five other genera. $5.00 
What is a Penstemon? Slide show of Penstemon. Rental; you pay for return. $5.00 

Slide program cannot be sent outside the US 

For further information, write Kenneth Lodewick, 2526 University Street, 
Eugene OR 97403. Make checks payable to Kenneth Lodewick. 
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